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The beginning of the new year has been full of news and meaningful
moments for Monte Carlo Yachts.
This is the time for our brand to grow and evolve keeping the philosophy
and the values embraced since the very first model.
The time to present to the world the Monte Carlo Yachts Vision together
with the first of the three new models.
The time to experience the natural evolution of our yachts.

MCY 70 World Premiere at Boot Düsseldorf
Monte Carlo Yachts has unveiled its new MCY 70, the first of three releases planned
for 2019.

The first of a new generation developed with the lifestyle of the customer in mind, in
order to create even larger interior volumes, wider views and increased brightness.
The aim is to expand customization options made possible by Monte Carlo Yachts’
revolutionary naval architecture and production processes.

Coffee and conversation with Monte Carlo Yachts
On Sunday 20, Monte Carlo Yachts had the pleasure to welcome the International
Press. During the meeting Fabrizio Iarrera and Carlo Nuvolari underlined that
innovation alongside continuity is how the brand intend to keep evolving the
collection.
Beneteau Group, represented by Mme Annette Roux, Hervé Gastinel and Christophe
Caudrelier, illustrated the constant investment in support of the continuous growth
and evolution of the company.

Guests have been welcomed in a Giorgetti designed and decorated
lounge, testifying to the ongoing partnership between Monte Carlo Yachts
and a brand that represents Made in Italy excellence worldwide.

Thailand Yacht Show, when passion meets professionalism
From 10 to 13 January MCY 65, MCY 70 and MCY 86 were the stars at Thailand
Yacht Show. Blessed by sunny days and warmly friends, Simpson Marine Thailand
added their professionalism in introducing MCY’ design and features to their guests.
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